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Contact phenomena in 2D electron systems

Abstract
A promising wity ro investipa~cZD contact phenomena is proposed. This nlcthod is based on the idea of dcpositing surface sta.te electrons (SSE) on a thin layer or liquid helium covering the surface or a solid sample cntitaining
;I 1U-charge carrier sysiem. Thc density of SSE adjusts to screen contact-induced perturbations or the elcctrosratic potential across the silmple. As a result, the helium layer thickness varies due to the variation of the
clcctrostatic pressure. lhus providing a map. This map may be read OR interferon~etricallyby a techniquc already cmployed fol- the investigation of multi-electron dimples on helium. We havc re;ihzed lhis mapping Tor a

s~ructurcdelectrode as a
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Contact phenomena are well k ~ i o w nin 3D metal
and semiconductor phys~cs[1:23. We have in mind
for example the determination of' the work fullction
for different 3D metals, the solutiotl of the Schottky
barrier problem and the applications of I his solution to difierent aspects of transistor physics. ln
particular the creation of heterostructures. etc. In
all these cases the perturbation of the electron densiry near the boundary between the contacting
rnelals or scmiconductors is well localized within
lht: so-called Debyc radius.
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The same reasons as in 3D systems lead to electron density contact pcrturbations in 2D conducting structures. However, clue to the peculiarities
of low-dimensional screening this perturbation
falls off as I;_\: and hence has n o special localisation length. As a result, the use or metallic
source-drain terminals. which is typical of 2D
transport measurements, leads to the perturbations oC the electron density practically along the
enlire 2D system. It is evident that this phenomenon is very itnportant for diflerent transport problems in low-dimensional electron systerns. for
example the Quantum Hall Effect, ditrerent size
efiecls. elc.
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One promising way for the i n v e s t i g a ~ i oof~ ~ZD
contact phenomena is based on the idea of depositing electrons on a liquid helium film condensed
onto the surface of a 2D sample in the presence of
metallic terminals. The density of this classical
2DEG which adjusts to screen the potential from
the sample provides a map. This charge density
m a p may be read by optically measuring the variation in f lm thickness produced by the electrostatic
pressure due to the charges, a technique already
employed for the investigation of multi-electron
dimples on hefium [3].
One favourable deraiI of the presented method is
its realisation under DC conditions. The existing
alternative technique based on I he linear clcctrooptic effect already used for lhe mapping of 2D
potential distributions [4-61 needs an AC. perturbation. Besjdes, the electrons on a helium film
could realise the mapping without total screening
of the 2D electric potential distribution while the
linear electro-optic effect is realised in the presence
of a n additiona.1 gate only.
In this paper, we investigate the possible use of
charged helium films for the mapping of model
potenrial perturbations and demonstrate that this
technique proves to be very promising for the applications outlined above.
1. Ler us start from the solution of the electrostatic problem for a gated Corbino sample schematically shown in Fig. 1.
In the prcsence of elect ro--potential difference
A V between the stripe I and lerminals '-2". '-3"wc
have the following electron density distributions
along the Corbino system for different screening
levels (set: Fig. 2a-c). IT Corbino is practically unfaled (Fig. 2a). the exlra electrons are distributed
mainly between the electrodes 2-.-1--3.The integral
neutralit y requirement is then fultilled without ta k ing the gate into account.
In the opposite limit (Fig. 2c) the gale screening
comes in. and the central Corbino par1 " 1" has an
essential, practically uniform fraction of extra electrons. The corresponding compensation charge is
distributed mainly along the gate. This interesling peculiarity of 2D contact phenomena is important for the interpretation of lnriny experimental
results, e.g., the edge nature of minimal magnetocapacitance [?], unusuitl SdH oscillations in a
"

1
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Fig. I . Geometry and notations or the mapping problcn~su.i11\
the electrons on helium Blm.

"

Kip. 2. Charge distribution nlolrg thc p:ired Corbino disk with
rhc potential perrutbatiott ben~ccnfhc electrodes 2 - 1.-3 Tor
difkrent screening levels c l : ' ~ .Here 2rv 1s 11icwidth of thc cc~rrr-;{I
Corbino part, 0 is the tl~icknessof the helium Rim (dieleciric
spacer). Solid lines corrcsgond to thc Corbino sample. Dashed
lines show thc gate cllargc distribution. All density distributiuns
arc norlnaiised lo rhe distribution with t h e ratio cliw 0 . O I .

-

gated Corbino disk 181, e'Lc. T h e same density distribution peculiarity is importanc For the potential
mapping by electrons 011 a helium film.
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Fig. 5. Left: Calculations compared 10 the experimental image Four perturbations in these figurescorrespond to direrent w: (1: 0.5.0.2
ar~d0.1mm).Right: Mcssured helium film deiormation depth againsr [he applied perlurbation voltage A!/ for 210 = I mm. d = 100 pm.

2. The point is [hat a non-uniform electron density distribution along the gate leads to a nonuniform deformation ol the helium film, which
could cover t h e Corbino sample (see Fig. 1) and
this deformation can be detected optically using
well-known methods [3:9].Therefore, the mapping
of non-uniform potential perturbations along the
2D electron system by electrons on the helium film
is reduced to two steps. First, a charged helium film
with a given 2D system as a substrate is prepared.
and second the optical technique [3.9] is applied so
study the helium film deformation caused by
a non-uniform electron distribution along the helium fitm due LO the screening redistribut~onof
these electrons in the presence of potential perturbations in the 2D electron system. Realisation of
this program for the system shown in Ftg. 1 is
presented in Fig. 3 where the left picture shows the
omparison between the optical image of the deformed helium film via A V # 0 perturbation and
corresponding calculations using the solution of
Poisson and mechanic equilibrium equations. The
right panel in Fig. 3 demonstrates il linear behaviour of the helium film deformation versus applied
voltage AV. The solid line in this figure corresponds to the calculations without adjustable parameters.

3. The above information leads to the conclusion
that mapping of 2D contact perturbations by electrons on a liquid helium film has good prospects.
This rnerbod is suitable for a general presentation
of the potential map. Besides, it can be useful to
exlract quantitative information about the derails
of low-dimensional contact phenomena.
Some qualitative conclusions follow from the
curves plotted in Fig. 2. These results show that in
the absence of an additional gate a non-uniform
eIectron density is developed along the en tire 2D
electron system. In the presence of an additional
gate, this perturbation is mainly uniform, but it still
extends along t h e whole 3D system.
'This activity is partly supported by INTAS 93939 and by NASA-PSA NAS 15-101 10. project
TM-17.
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